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ABSTRACT
IDENTIFICATION AND STABILITY ANALYSIS OF
PERIODIC MOTIONS FOR A PLANAR LEGGED
RUNNER WITH A RIGID BODY AND A COMPLIANT
LEG
Gunes Bayr
M.S. in Electrical and Electronics Engineering
Supervisor: Prof. Dr. Omer Morgul
August, 2013
The Spring-Loaded Inverted Pendulum (SLIP) model is an extensively used and
fundamental template for modeling human and animal locomotion. Despite its
wide use, the SLIP is a very simple model and considering the eects of body
dynamics only as a point mass. Although the assumption of a point mass for the
upper body simplies system dynamics, it prevents us from performing detailed
analysis for more realistic robot platforms with upper trunks. Hence, we consider
an extension to the classic SLIP model to include the upper body dynamics in
order to better understand human and animal locomotion.
Due to its coupled rotational dynamics, extending the SLIP model to the
Body-Attached Spring-Loaded Inverted Pendulum (BA-SLIP) brings additional
diculties in the analysis process, making it more dicult to obtain analytical
solutions. Consequently, simulations have been used to reveal the periodic struc-
ture behind locomotion with this model, and to nd xed points of discretized
system dynamics. These xed points correspond to periodic motions of the sys-
tem and are important in designing controllers since they are used as steady-state
control targets for most applications. The main concern of this thesis is to nd
xed points of the BA-SLIP model and to investigate the dimension of the xed
point manifold.
We performed extensive simulation studies to nd xed points of the system
and the properties of the underlying space with a PD controller. Our simula-
tions revealed the existence of periodic gaits, in which the upper body should be
downward oriented for stable locomotion. Additionally, a region of stability is
found such that the model sustains periodic gaits when it stays inside this region.
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Finally, we show that xed points for running with upright body orientation are
unstable when system dynamics are regulated with a constant parameter con-
troller. We also present some simulation results which indicate the existence of
stable periodic motions when controllers with time varying parameters, that use
current state information, are used.
Keywords: Spring-Mass Hopper, Spring-Loaded Inverted Pendulum (SLIP),
Legged Locomotion, Fixed Point, PD Control.
OZET
ESNEK BACAKLI VE GOVDE EKLENM_IS.
DUZLEMSEL B_IR BACAKLI ROBOTUN PER_IYOD_IK
HAREKETLER_IN_IN BEL_IRLENMES_I VE
KARARLILIK ANAL_IZ_I
Gunes Bayr
Elektrik ve Elektronik Muhendisligi, Yuksek Lisans
Tez Yoneticisi: Prof. Dr. Omer Morgul
Agustos, 2013
Yayl Ters Sarkac. (YTS) insan ve hayvan hareketini modellemek ic.in tasarlanms.,
genis. kullanm alan olan, temel bir s.ablondur. Populerligine ragmen, vucut di-
namiklerini temsil etmek ic.in YTS basit kalmaktadr c.unku ust govde sadece bir
noktasal kutle olarak gosterilmis.tir. Noktasal kutle varsaym sistem dinamik-
lerini basitles.tirse de, ust govde dinamiklerinin de dahil oldugu daha gerc.ekc.i
robotik platformlarn detayl bir analiz imkanndan yoksun brakmaktadr. Bu
nedenle, insan ve hayvan hareketini daha iyi anlamak ic.in, klasik YTS modelinin
bir ust govde ile genis.letilmis. halini temel alp c.als.malarmz yuruttuk.
Birles.ik dairesel dinamikler yuzunden, YTS modelini Govde-Eklenmis. Yayl
Ters Sarkac. (GE-YTS) modeline genis.letmek analizine baz zorluklar getirmis.
olup, analitik c.ozumler elde etmeyi zorlas.trms.tr. Bu yuzden, modelin periyo-
dik hareketlerini ac.ga c.karmak ic.in benzetim tabanl analizler kullanlms.tr;
bu analizler sistem dinamiklerinin sabit noktalarn bulmak ic.in faydal ola-
caktr. Sabit noktalarn sistemin periyodik hareketlerine kars.lk geldiklerini be-
lirtmekte fayda vardr, bu sabit noktalar denetleyici tasarmnda buyuk onem
tas.maktadrlar c.unku birc.ok uygulamada yats.kn durum denetleyici hedeeri
olarak kullanlabilirler. Bu tezin ana hede GE-YTS modelinin sabit noktalarn
bulmak ve bu noktalarn ic.inde bulundugu uzay ve boyutunu incelemektir.
Sistemin sabit noktalarn bulmak ve bu noktalarn ic.inde bulundugu uzayn
ozelliklerini incelemek ic.in Orantl Turevli (OT) denetleyici kullanlarak, kap-
saml benzetim c.als.malar yaplms.tr. Sonuc. ta, bu c.als.malarmz baz periyo-
dik admlarn varlgn ac.ga c.karms. olup, denetleyici parametrelerinde durum
bilgisi kullanlmadg zaman, bu admlarda kararllk ic.in govde ac.snn as.agya
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dogru olmas gerektigi gorulmus.tur. Ek olarak, modelin periyodik adm atmaya
devam etmesi ic.in bir kararllk bolgesi bulunmus.tur. Son olarak, govde ac.snn
yukarya dogru oldugu durumda kos.ma ic.in bulunan sabit noktalarn ac.k-dongu
parametre kullanan denetleyicide kararsz oldugu gorulmus.tur. Ayrca, baz ben-
zetim sonuc.lar kapal dongu parametre kullanan, yani durum bilgisini kullanp
adm bas. parametre duzeltmesi yapan, denetleyiciler varlgnda vucut yukar
dogru meyilli iken periyodik hareketlerin varlgn gostermektedir.
Anahtar sozcukler : Yay-Kutle Zplayan,Yayl Ters Sarkac (YTS), Bacakl
Hareket, Sabit Nokta, Ack-Dongu Parametreli Kontrol.
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Chapter 1
INTRODUCTION
\Life begins with motion" - that is a famous motto of all times. Although there are
many distinguishing features of living creatures with respect to objects surround-
ing them, motion is the most concrete and observable characteristic of animals
and plants. In particular, locomotion talent of humans and animals make them
the rulers of their environment since they have the capability of changing the
world around them by locomotion and the use of their intelligence.
There are many reasons for humans and animals to locomote, such as nding
food and a good habitat to live, or escape from predators in nature. Animals and
humans do this task in very dierent forms such as walking, swimming and ying.
The interesting notion here is that it does not matter how small intelligence an
animal may have, it can perform extreme locomotion tasks with relative ease.
With the beginning of new technology age, humans tried to build robotic
systems that can locomote like animals in nature to create extra labor. This
concept is known as bio-inspired robotics. Recent advances in this eld show
much progress in legged and limbless locomotive, climber and jumper robots to
make human life easier. These robots can be used in various elds, such as rough
terrain surveillance, military intelligence, space research, etc.
One of the most important applications in bio-inspired robotics is locomotion
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on rough terrain in a stable and robust manner because most applications require
earth surface missions for robots. Although there are dierent approaches for land
locomotion, such as wheeled or tracked systems, the utility of legged morphologies
for robust and ecient locomotion have been observed [1, 2] if we want to build
robots that can negotiate rough terrain as animals do.
In this thesis, we study periodic motions of and perform stability analysis for
the locomotion patterns of a Body-Attached Spring-Loaded Inverted Pendulum
(BA-SLIP). Such an analysis would be quite useful in implementing control al-
gorithms for robots that have an upper trunk to be stabilized during locomotion.
Periodic motions in such a system correspond to xed points of an associated
Poincare map, namely the apex-return map, associated with locomotion dynam-
ics. In contrast to existing studies in literature, we perform detailed analysis to
nd xed points of this return map and investigate the dimension of the xed
point manifold.
1.1 Motivation and Background
Locomotion is achieved via complex, high-dimensional, nonlinear, dynamically
coupled interactions between an organism and its environment [3]. In order to
understand these complex dynamics, we use reduced-order mathematical mod-
els. From the perspective of biomechanics research, the Spring-Loaded Inverted
Pendulum (SLIP) model is a successful descriptive tool for running animals [4].
The SLIP model, a point mass attached to a massless leg endowed with a
linear spring, was established as a simple and accurate descriptive tool to analyze
the dynamics of animal locomotion for dierent sizes and morphologies [5, 6, 7].
This idea paved the way towards building successful robot platforms such as
Raibert's hoppers [8], the ARL-Monopods [9], the Bow-Leg design [10] and the
BiMasc [11].
One of the main problems with the standard SLIP model is the representation
of the body by just a single point mass [12]. As a result, one can neglect the
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problem of trunk stabilization. However, this is a major issue for bipedal robotic
platforms and cannot be ignored if we want to mimic animal locomotion.
Upright walking has signicant advantages as observed in dierent scientic
disciplines [13, 14, 15, 16, 17]. On the other hand, the addition of a trunk instead
of a point mass requires more complex models and yields similarly complex control
strategies. Although mathematical models have been proposed for the SLIP
model with a trunk [18], they mostly focus on Virtual Pivot Point (VPP) concept
for analysis and controller design.
Motivated from these studies in the literature, we start by introducing a loss-
less SLIP model with a trunk, called the Body-Attached Spring-Loaded Inverted
Pendulum (BA-SLIP) model, for a monopedal robot platform as illustrated in
Fig. 1.1. In contrast to existing studies on the analysis and control of SLIP
model with a trunk [18, 19, 20], our goal is to focus on the identication and
analysis of periodic solutions to the system and to investigate the dimension of
the xed point manifold for our BA-SLIP model.
Figure 1.1: The Body-Attached Spring-Loaded Inverted Pendulum (BA-SLIP)
model.
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In Fig. 1.1, a trunk with mass m and inertia I is connected to a massless
spring leg with stiness k and length , through a pivot point around which
the trunk can freely rotate, at a distance d from the center of mass (CoM) of
the trunk. This model consists of two important dynamical components: Linear
and rotational. The eect between the CoM and the hip joint couples these two
dynamics, resulting in more complex behavior than the classical SLIP model [21].
Our goal is to identify periodic motion patterns admitted by our model for
sagittal plane locomotion. Since periodic motions correspond to xed points
of Poincare maps associated with locomotion dynamics, in particular the apex-
return map, we try to identify xed points of this map to reveal periodic motions.
These xed points are mostly used as steady-state control targets for locomotion.
Additionally, in the case of nonlinear systems, such as our model, we start the
analysis by rst deriving dynamical equations and examining the system around
limit cycles, so called xed points. These xed points depend on system parame-
ters, such as gravity, mass and inertia of the upper trunk, leg stiness and distance
between leg-body joint and center of mass. The resulting system dynamics are
highly non-linear which complicates further analysis. Consequently, to decrease
the dimension of the optimization problem, these parameters are held constant
throughout the thesis. Finally, we seek to nd a dimension for the xed point
manifold, so that we can build an intuition for controllers we may implement for
further analysis.
1.2 Methodology
As discussed in Section 1.1, the point mass assumption adopted by SLIP models
cannot represent animal-like locomotion as accurately as models with trunks.
Therefore, a new model which considers the eect of an upper trunk is needed.
In the rst part of the thesis, the BA-SLIP model is considered to represent the
system dynamics for animal-like locomotion. Afterwards, we derive the equations
of motion for this model using Lagrangian dynamics and perform simulations on
the second order dierential equations.
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Following the derivation of necessary equations, we identify xed points of the
apex return map function. As mentioned earlier, identication of xed points is
crucial for designing control algorithms since they are mostly used as steady-state
control targets. Therefore, we performed step by step simulations to identify xed
points of the system for dierent states.
Finally, we focus on identifying the dimension of the xed point manifold by
using extensive simulation studies performed for dierent states. The results of
this study revealed intuitional information about periodic structure behind animal
locomotion. We also used eigenvalue analysis to prove stability of dierent cases
to attribute a theocratical perspective to our ndings.
1.3 Contributions
The very rst contribution in this thesis is a dierent analysis, specically int the
choice of the coordinates, on the mathematical model, the BA-SLIP. The model
considered in this paper may be utilized as a reasonably accurate descriptive
tool for the analysis of sagittal plane locomotion, however it does not consider
the eect of damping in the system. We derived the analytical expressions for
our lossless model and performed extensive simulation studies to systematically
analyze its behavior.
After obtaining analytical expressions for model dynamics, the most signif-
icant contribution in this thesis is to nd the xed points of a single-stride for
planar locomotion. As mentioned earlier, identication of these xed points is
important in the linearization of system dynamics, furthermore they can be used
as steady-state control targets for locomotion.
After nding xed points of the system, their stability is investigated by cal-
culating the numerical Jacobian and nding eigenvalues of the linearized system.
As a result of this procedure, we found some important properties, such as the
body incline patterns, of stable xed points under the proposed control scheme.
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The nal contribution of this thesis is extensive simulation studies performed
to identify the dimension of the xed point manifold of the system dynamics.
With this knowledge in mind, we may have the opportunity to dene a reasonable
domain and goal regions for our return map function in which we have xed
points, yielding stable locomotion.
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Chapter 2
BACKGROUND AND
EXISTING WORK
This chapter introduces background for the spring-mass hopper as well as a sum-
mary of existing work on the SLIP model with an upright trunk, including its
stability analysis and controller design. The necessary background for models,
controllers and optimization methods used throughout the thesis is explained at
the beginning of each chapter.
2.1 The SLIP Model
Biomechanists discovered the Spring-Loaded Inverted Pendulum (SLIP) model,
illustrated in Fig. 2.1, as a metaphor for the locomotion of running animals [4].
As mentioned earlier, subsequent research in biomechanics established the SLIP
model as an accurate descriptive tool for dierent running animals as diverse as
humans and cockroaches [5, 6, 7].
Despite its apparent simplicity, the SLIP model represents diculties from an
engineering point of view for conducting formal analysis and designing control
algorithms. The SLIP model is a hybrid dynamical system with nonlinear stance
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Figure 2.1: The Spring-Loaded Inverted Pendulum (SLIP) model.
dynamics that are non-integrable under the eect of gravity [22]. Motivated by
this problem, several analytical approximations to support the analysis of its
behaviors and the design of associated controllers have been proposed [12, 23,
24, 25, 26]. We give detailed information on the system model and dynamics for
the BA-SLIP model in Chapter 3. Hence, we will end the discussion of the SLIP
model here and continue with the existing work on the body attached spring
loaded inverted pendulum model.
2.2 Existing Work: The Body-Attached SLIP
Model
In addition to the approach introduced in this thesis, there are several studies
on the stability analysis and control of stable upright walking using SLIP-like
models. A widely used strategy for stabilizing the trunk is to measure the pitch
angle with respect to the ground and apply a PD control [8, 27] or a higher level
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control [28] in robots with spring-like behavior.
In [19], Maus et al. investigate trunk stability based on the bipedal SLIP
model. The control strategy proposed in [19] is to apply a hip torque such that
the Ground Reaction Force (GRF) acting on the toe is directed towards a point
on the body axis above the center of mass (CoM). Using such a control strategy
leads to a damped pendulum-like pitch motion during walking and running. The
dynamic stability of the system is analyzed by using a Poincare map the system
variables (z; _y; h; _h) at each apex state. The system is considered stable if a
periodic solution exists and all eigenvalues of the Jacobian of the Poincare map
at the periodic solution have magnitudes less than one. A Newton-Raphson
algorithm is utilized to nd periodic solutions. Results of this study show that
the proposed strategy [19] leads to a pendulum-like pitching motion mounted at a
point P, which is called as Virtual Pivot Point (VPP). The model also predicts a
hip torque proles similar in shape and magnitude to observed in human walking.
Based on the conclusions presented in [19], Maus et al. introduced the concept
of Virtual Pivot Point, which is used as a support point above the center of mass
[20]. The goal of this study was to demonstrate how the VPP concept explains
dynamic stability during an upright bipedal gait [20]. Experimental evidence is
also provided, showing that this concept is not limited to human walking. In [20],
the model of a body which represents an unstable inverted pendulum that needs
to be stabilized on top of two springy legs, is used. As in [19], a hip torque during
the stance of each leg is introduced to redirect its GRF to a VPP somewhere along
the body's long axis [20].
Additionally, a second key role of the trunk model is proposed in [20]. Ac-
cording to [20], adjusting the VPP location oers a simple way to change the
speed of the model. This is mainly due to the fact that GRF is always directed
towards the VPP. Hence, the acceleration and deceleration of the trunk must be
accompanied by a forward and backward lean, respectively. This is a simple way
to control the speed of the model proposed in [20]. Experimental studies of [20]
yield that VPP for each step can be dened as the single point at which the total
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transferred angular momentum remains constant and the sum-of-squares dier-
ence to the original angular momentum over time is minimal. Additionally, it
is shown that stabilizing posture by applying the VPP concept is not unique to
human walking. Experiments suggest that similar observations have been made
in other animals, including in dogs and chickens [20].
Following the introduction of the Virtual Pivot Point (VPP) concept in [20],
Rummel and Seyfarth performed a deeper investigation of the stabilization of
the trunk using VPP [29]. In [20], the fundamental control strategy to stabilize
the trunk is to apply a hip torque such that the trunk is transferred to a virtual
hanging pendulum about a VPP. However, this strategy requires the generation
of a hip torque, which could possibly increase the energy consumption of the
robot. Following this idea, the goal of [29] is to investigate if the required hip
torque could partially be generated passively using hip springs. It is obviously
clear that a passive contribution for trunk stabilization would reduce the robot's
energy consumption during locomotion [29].
Although the implementation of stabilizing control strategies for a robot is
a challenging problem, fundamental strategies can also be deduced from simple
simulation models [29]. For instance, a bisecting strategy for passive stabilization
of the trunk was rst investigated on a simple passive walker model before it
was implemented in [30]. Although this kind of control approaches guarantee
trunk stability, it is not similar to the way humans keep their trunk upright [29].
Therefore, [29] uses the control strategy of [20] and tries to investigate the eect
of hip springs on passive stabilization.
Actually, the implementation of hip springs in robots was found to be helpful
to facilitate swing leg motion and stabilize the gait [31, 32]. However, since hip
springs are attached between the legs, they do not contribute to trunk stability.
In [33], it is mentioned that tendons, when attached between upper body and legs,
could positively contribute to the swing leg motion. This idea was previously used
in ARL-monopod II and it has been shown that a single torsional spring decreases
the energy consumption of the hip actuator [34]. Motivated from these examples,
[29] tries to investigate the eect of hip springs, attached between upper body and
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legs, to the stabilization of the upright trunk. Extensive simulation studies show
that in a highly reduced model, two separated springs per leg surrounding the hip
facilitate stabilization of the trunk during walking [29]. It has also been shown
that these passive elements reduce the energy consumption of the hip actuator
when arranged in parallel [29].
Following developments on the analysis and control of trunk stabilization,
Sharba et al. proposed a new leg adjustment strategy, which is combined with
the previous Virtual Pivot Point (VPP) concept, to induce stable hopping of
the SLIP model extended with an upright trunk [35]. The main goal of [35] is to
achieve robust stable hopping with a trunk in the sagittal plane, dened with zero
forward velocity. In contrast to [36], placing the leg at a given xed angle with
the ground will not be sucient to stabilize hopping in this case. Hence, an extra
control layer adjusting leg angle during the swing phase should be introduced
with respect to standard VPP control strategies [19, 20].
Previous studies on the Virtual Pivot Point (VPP) concept mostly focused
on a xed VPP in a frame attached to the trunk [19, 20]. This strategy was
enough to stabilize the posture but it results in slow steady-state convergence
and moderate robustness against the perturbations [35]. It has been shown that
placing the VPP out of the body frame axis could be used for maneuvers [19]
and the compensation of energy losses [37]. Similar approaches are used in [35]
to solve issues regarding disturbance rejection and robustness.
The simplest leg placement strategy using a pre-dened angle of attack with
respect to ground cannot yield a stable hopping for a SLIP model with an up-
right trunk as shown for running in [36] and walking in [38]. There are studies,
focusing on leg adjustment strategies based on CoM velocity, inspired from Raib-
ert's approach for adjusting foot landing position based on horizontal velocity
[39]. Peuker et al. also investigated various strategies for leg adjustment [40].
However, the most robust strategy is to adjust the leg angle with respect to both
COM velocity and gravity, which is also used in [35].
In the former control strategy based on the VPP concept, the VPP position
is held constant and torque is used to redirect the GRF to this xed point on
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the trunk axis [20]. In contrast to this approach, [35] proposes a new event-based
control strategy in which the VPP position is adapted in each apex for the next
stance phase using the current system state. This is crucial to improve perfor-
mance and robustness of the hopping motion. After dening controllable system
dynamics, [35] uses two control strategies to choose the state feedback gain; Dead-
beat control and Discrete LQR. Both of these controllers resulted in considerable
improvements regarding disturbance rejection and robustness against perturba-
tions.
Following the stabilizing controller of [35], Sharba et al. investigated possible
applications of such control strategies on real robot platforms [41]. To accom-
plish this goal, they rst extended the SLIP model with trunk to a more realistic
physical model by adding leg damping and mass to the model presented in [35].
Another contribution of [41] is to add a third layer controller to the two-layer
control strategy of [35], so that they can regulate the apex height during locomo-
tion.
Linearizing system dynamics around a xed point decouples the vertical po-
sition dynamics as discussed in [41]. The goal of the hopping height control is to
stabilize vertical position dynamics, ensuring that absolute values of eigenvalues
are smaller than one [41]. There exist dierent control strategies using leg rest
length and stiness adjustment [42, 43, 44]. The height control layer of [41] uses
the leg rest length adjustment strategy at each apex. They evaluate stable hop-
ping by quantifying the largest perturbation from which the system can recover.
Results in [41] show that the controller is capable of stabilizing the system and
can handle large perturbations. However, disturbance rejection of such a control
strategy is generally slow.
Dierent from the previous research on the control of the SLIP model with
an upright trunk based on the Virtual Pivot Point concept, Poulakakis et al.
developed a hybrid controller that induces stable running gaits on an asymmetric
spring-loaded inverted pendulum (ASLIP) model [45]. The ASLIP model includes
a torso pitch, whose dynamics are coupled to the leg motion [45]. The proposed
controller for ASLIP acts on two levels. On the rst level, a continuous controller
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within a stride regulates the desired torso posture. On the second level, an event-
based controller stabilizes closed-loop system dynamics along a periodic SLIP
orbit [45]. Results of this study can be treated as a rst step toward a general
framework of controller design exhibiting compliant hybrid zero dynamics.
2.3 Open Problems
Section 2.2 gives detailed information about existing literature on the analysis
and control of Spring-Loaded Inverted Pendulum (SLIP) model with an upper
trunk. The VPP concept of [20] provided a good basis for most studies on the
body-attached SLIP models. However, we require further analysis of the BA-
SLIP model if we want to introduce feedback controller models, which use closed
form solutions and limit cycles of the system dynamics. Therefore, a systematic
investigation of the periodic solutions related to the SLIP models with an upper
trunk must be introduced in order to initiate novel studies on the control of
BA-SLIP models.
Motivated from this problem, we introduce our BA-SLIP model with a con-
troller to characterize the xed points of the dynamical system. Our goal here is
to get some intuition about the xed points of the BA-SLIP model in order to
design new controllers that regulates in the xed point manifolds. We also inves-
tigate the stability properties of these xed points and try to nd the dimension
of the xed point manifold in the following chapters.
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Chapter 3
BODY ATTACHED SLIP
MODEL
3.1 Body Attached SLIP Template
The SLIP Model illustrated in Fig. 3.1, consists of a rigid body attached to
a massless leg with a linear spring of stiness k through a pivot point d away
from its center of mass. During locomotion, this model alternates between stance
phase, during which the toe is xed on the ground, and ight phase, during which
the body follows a ballistic trajectory while freely rotating around its pivot point.
The ight phase is divided into two sub phases: ascent and descent, according
to vertical velocity of the body. The stance phase is also divided into two sub
phases: compression and decompression. Fig. 3.2 illustrates a complete step from
one apex state to the next, labeling all relevant phases, sub phases and transition
events. Properties of these events will be explained in detail in the following
paragraphs.
Flight : The time interval when the robot is completely in the air, and does not
have any physical contact with the ground. In this phase, the whole body
rotates around its center of mass. In our model, since the leg is assumed
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Figure 3.1: The Body-Attached Spring-Loaded Inverted Pendulum (BA-SLIP)
model with cartesian and polar coordinates.
to be massless, the total center of mass is the center of mass of the upper
body, and therefore rotational dynamics are governed around this point.
While freely rotating around the center of mass, the robot also follows a
ballistic trajectory under the eect of gravity.
Ascent : A portion of the ight phase, where the body gains gravitational
potential energy, i.e. is moving up. In this phase, the vertical velocity
is positive but decreasing.
Descent : A portion of the ight phase, where the body loses gravitational
potential energy, i.e. is moving towards the ground. In this phase, the
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Figure 3.2: All phases and transition events related to the Body-Attached Spring-
Loaded Inverted Pendulum (BA-SLIP) model.
vertical velocity is negative and increases in magnitude.
Stance : The time interval when the toe is completely in physical contact with
the ground. In this phase, the body rotates around its leg joint (pivot
point), following an arc-like trajectory resulting in more complex and cou-
pled dynamical equations.
Compression : A portion of the stance phase, where the spring length is
smaller than the rest length and is continuing to get smaller. In this
phase, the potential energy of the spring increases, and the system
stores energy for lifto.
Decompression : A portion of ight phase, where the spring length is
smaller than the rest length but increasing. In this phase the potential
energy of the spring decreases, being transferred into kinetic energy.
In addition to these phases and sub phases, the model also includes four
transition events resulting in phase changes during locomotion. Now, we focus
on general characteristics of these events.
Apex : This is the transition event from ascent and to descent. During ascent,
the body moves upward with positive vertical velocity, and in descent the
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Table 3.1: Notation associated with the BA-SLIP model used throughout the
thesis
BA-SLIP States, Event States
; _ Leg length and its rate of change
1; _1 Leg angle with the vertical and its rate of change
2; _2 Angle between body and leg and its rate of change
qs Stance conguration in polar coordinates, qs = [ 1 2]
T
Xs Stance state vector in polar coordinates, Xs = [ 1 2 _ _1 _2]
T
y; z Horizontal and vertical body positions
_y; _z Horizontal and vertical body velocities
yf ; zf Horizontal and vertical foot positions
h; _h Body angle with the horizontal and its rate of change
qf Flight conguration in cartesian coordinates, qf = [y z h]
T
Xf Flight state vector in cartesian coordinates, Xf = [y z h _y _z _h]
T
SLIP Parameters
m; g Body mass and gravitational acceleration
I Body inertia
d Distance between the CoM and the pivot point
o Leg rest length
k Spring constant
V Total potential energy
T Total kinetic energy
E Total mechanical energy
Torque Parameters
td Touchdown leg angle
 Hip torque command during stance
Kp Torque proportional constant
Ka Torque desired velocity
Return maps
r() Return map for the BA-SLIP model
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body moves downward with negative vertical velocity. So, the sign change
in the vertical velocity triggers the apex event and can be detected by the
zero crossing of the following function during ight:
ga(t) := _z(t): (3.1)
Touchdown : This is the transition event from ight to stance. During descent,
the robot is completely in the air and moves downward. While moving
down, the foot touches the ground at some instant. This moment is referred
to as touchdown and it can be detected by checking the zero crossing of the
vertical foot position during ight:
gtd(t) := z(t)  cos(1) + dcos(1 + 2): (3.2)
Bottom : This is the transition event from compression and to decompression.
During compression, the leg length is decreasing, and during decompression
the leg length is increasing. So, the sign change in the leg length rate triggers
the bottom event and can be detected by checking the zero crossing of the
following function during stance:
gb(t) := _(t): (3.3)
Lifto : This is the transition event from stance to ight. It occurs when the
foot is about to leave the ground. The foot can only leave the ground when
the ground reaction force on it is equal to zero. This event can be detected
by the zero crossing of the following function during decompression:
glo(t) :=  k((t)  0): (3.4)
As described in transition event denitions, the highest point during ight is
dened as the apex point for each stride. Using the system parameters, the apex
point for the nth stride is dened as
qn := [zn; h; _yn; _h]
T : (3.5)
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3.2 BA-SLIP Dynamics
As mentioned in previous sections, the BA-SLIP model has hybrid properties
which requires separate analysis of stance and ight dynamics. This section
provides a complete overview of motion dynamics.
3.2.1 Analysis Methodology
Dynamic equations of the model are written using the Lagrangian method, in
which the Lagrangian of a system is found and replaced in the Euler-Lagrange
Equation
d
dt

@L
@ _qi

  @L
@qi
= qi ; (3.6)
where L = T   V is the Lagrangian, T is the total kinetic energy and V is
the total potential energy of the system. The variables qi are the generalized
coordinates for the system. In each phase (ight and stance), there are three of
them, resulting in a 6 element state vector. The details of these variables are
given in the next subsections. qi is the torque component dened for coordinate
qi.
3.2.2 Flight Dynamics of BA-SLIP
The BA-SLIP model has a rigid body which can freely rotate. Therefore, during
the ight phase, while following a ballistic trajectory under the eect of gravity,
this body independently rotates around its center mass.
During the ight phase, since the spring/leg length and angle between the leg
and the normal is not important, it's more convenient to use cartesian coordinates
in the dynamical analysis. Therefore, the coordinate vector is dened as
q =
0BB@
y
z
h
1CCA : (3.7)
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During ight, the kinetic energy, T of the system can be written as
T =
1
2
m _y2 +
1
2
m _z2 +
1
2
I _2h; (3.8)
where the rst term stands for the horizontal kinetic energy, the second term
stands for the vertical kinetic energy and the last term stands for the rotational
kinetic energy of the trunk.
The potential energy can be written as
V = mgz; (3.9)
which is due to the potential energy of the upper trunk with respect to the ground,
where the leg is massless.
So, the Lagrangian of the system is
L = T   V = 1
2
m _y2 +
1
2
m _z2 +
1
2
I _2h  mgz: (3.10)
After substituting in Euler-Lagrange Equation for every coordinate component,
we get the following dynamical equations (Details of the derivation are given in
Appendix A): 2664
y
z
h
3775 =
2664
0
 g
0
3775 : (3.11)
From the equations above, the state vector of cartesian coordinates can be
dened as
Xf :=
h
y z h _y _z _h
iT
; (3.12)
and the corresponding ight dynamics are
_Xf :=
h
_y _z _h 0  g 0
iT
; (3.13)
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which can be written as
_Xf =
266666666664
0 0 0 1 0 0
0 0 0 0 1 0
0 0 0 0 0 1
0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0
377777777775
Xf +
266666666664
0
0
0
0
 g
0
377777777775
: (3.14)
3.2.3 Stance Dynamics of BA-SLIP
During stance, the robot follows an arc like trajectory since the leg is rotating
around the ground contact point without slipping. Polar coordinates will be
better suited for this trajectory, so we dene a coordinate vector with polar
variables as
q =
0BB@

1
2
1CCA : (3.15)
The associated polar coordinate transformation is given as
y = yf    sin 1 + d sin(1 + 2)
z = zf +  cos 1   d cos(1 + 2)
: (3.16)
Here, the cartesian coordinates, vertical and horizontal positions, are written
in terms of polar coordinates and system parameters, leg length, leg angle and
the body-leg angle. This transformation is important because in the derivation
of dynamical equations for the stance phase we need the Lagrangian formulation
in terms of only polar coordinates.
Similarly, the leg length can be written in terms of vertical and horizontal
positions and body-leg angle as
 =
q
y2 + z2   d2 sin2 2 + dcos2: (3.17)
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Finally the body reference frame angle can be written in polar coordinates
using geometric arguments as
h = 1 + 2   =2: (3.18)
Before writing the Lagrangian of the system, we need to nd the counterparts
of vertical, horizontal and rotational velocities' in polar coordinates. Taking
derivatives of both sides of equations (3.16),(3.18), we obtain the following rst
order velocity equations in polar coordinates:
_y =   _ sin 1    cos 1 _1 + d cos(1 + 2)( _1 + _2); (3.19)
_z = _ cos 1    sin 1 _1 + d sin(1 + 2)( _1 + _2); (3.20)
_h = _1 + _2: (3.21)
During stance, the Lagrangian of the system slightly changes, because this
time, we must account for spring dynamics as well. Kinetic energy for the stance
phase can be written as
T =
1
2
m _y2 +
1
2
m _z2 +
1
2
I( _1 + _2)
2; (3.22)
where the rst two terms are due to kinetic energies resulting from horizontal
and vertical velocities, respectively, and the last term stands for the rotational
kinetic energy. Dierent from equation (3.8), stance rotational kinetic energy is
written in terms of polar coordinate variables using equation (3.18).
The potential energy, V , of the system is
V = mgz +
1
2
k(  0)2; (3.23)
where the rst term stands for the trunk's gravitational potential energy with
respect to ground reference frame, and the second term stands for the spring
potential energy of the leg. So, the Lagrangian of the system is
L = T   V = 1
2
m _y2 +
1
2
m _z2 +
1
2
I( _1 + _2)
2  mgz   1
2
k(  0)2: (3.24)
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After applying the polar coordinate transformations given in Equation (3.16), we
obtain the polar Lagrangian equation as
L =
1
2
m

_2 + 2 _21 + d
2( _1 + _2)
2 + 2d( _1 + _2)( _ sin 2    _1 cos 2)

+
1
2
I( _1 + _2)
2  mg cos 1 +mgd cos(1 + 2)  1
2
k(  0)2: (3.25)
Subsequently, applying Lagrange equation (3.6), to each coordinate component
leaves us with the second order dynamical equation
Mq = f(q; _q): (3.26)
where M and f(q; _q) are given as
M =
2664
1 d sin 2 d sin 2
d sin 2 
2   2d cos 2 + d2 + I=m d2   d cos 2 + I=m
d sin 2 d
2   d cos 2 + I=m d2 + I=m
3775 ; (3.27)
f(q; _q) =
26666666666666664
 _21   g cos 1   km(  0)  d cos 2( _1 + _2)2
 2 _ _1(  d cos 2) + g sin 1 
_1 _22d sin 2   _22d sin 2   gd sin(1 + 2)

m
+ _ _12d cos 2 + _
2
1d sin 2   gd sin(1 + 2)
37777777777777775
: (3.28)
We can write this system in the standard form as
Mq+B(q; _q) _q+G(q) = T; (3.29)
where M is the same matrix, and B(q; _q), G(q) and T are given as
B =
2664
0 d cos 2 _1    _1 d cos 2( _2 + 2 _1)
2 _1(  d cos 2)   _22d sin 2 _2d sin 2
  _12d cos 2   _1d sin 2 0
3775 ; (3.30)
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G =
2664
k
m
(  0) + g cos 1
 g sin 1 + gd sin(1 + 2)
gd sin(1 + 2)
3775 ; (3.31)
T =
2664
0
0

m
3775 : (3.32)
The details of the derivation procedure can be found in Appendix B.
From the equations above, the state vector for polar coordinates can be dened
as
Xs :=
h
 1 2 _ _1 _2
iT
: (3.33)
3.3 Formulation of the Control Problem
This section focuses on the formulation of the control problem for the BA-SLIP
template. It briey describes control parameters used and how they were chosen.
Control of BA-SLIP model seeks to reach stable apex states during locomotion
through the use of discrete, per-step control inputs, as well as the continuous
torque during stance.
3.3.1 Denition of Fixed Point and Its Importance
BA-SLIP state X in Cartesian coordinates is dened in (3.12). Let us dene
Xn as the apex state at the n
th stride, Xn+1 as the apex state at the (n + 1)
th
stride, and assume that un is the control input vector applied at the n
th stride of
Poincare section at apex with _z = 0 enables us to dene a discrete apex return
map of the form
Xn+1 = r(Xn;un): (3.34)
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Here, the function r depends on the composition of the dynamics given by (3.13)
and (3.26). Since the closed form solutions of such function is not possible, we
rely on its numerical computation by using the dynamics dened in Section 3.2.
Hence, a xed point X of the system given by (3.34) is a vector in Rm which
satises the equation
X = r(X;u): (3.35)
Since horizontal position is non-cyclic and vertical velocity is always constant
and zero at apex points, as dened in event transition sections, its form can be
dened as
X :=
266664
z
h
_y
_h
377775 : (3.36)
The objective here is to nd control inputs using the above return map for a
given apex state to make it a xed point of this dynamical system. Fixed points
are very important since they correspond to periodic motions and can be used as
steady state control targets.
3.3.2 Possible Modes of Control
Based on the SLIP and BA-SLIP models, two important control parameters are
common in many control techniques:
 The touchdown leg angle with the vertical, td: This is an essential com-
ponent for most legged systems. Its control is a relatively simple objective
because the only thing to consider is making sure that the leg reaches the
desired angle before touchdown occurs.
 The mechanical energy change, E: In many applications, it's indispens-
able to control the total mechanical energy by injecting into the system or
ejecting from it. This component generally requires more eort to control
and may be implemented in various ways [10, 25, 46]. Some of these control
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methods include Leg-Stiness Control (LSC), Two-Phase Stiness Control
(TPSC), Leg Length Control (LLC), Torque Actuated Control(TAC).
In LLC, injection of mechanical energy is achieved by compressing the spring
leg during ight and eectively releasing it during stance. An example application
is the Bow-Leg robot [47]. In LSC, E is controlled by changing the leg stiness
during ight as in [48]. TPSC is the inverse version of LSC, where the leg stiness
is changed in stance [49]. The last one, TAC, is of more interest to us since our
model uses this strategy through an actuator at the hip joint. A negative or
positive torque is applied to the body during stance phase resulting changes
in the total mechanical energy. Example applications using this model include
quadrupeds [50], RHex hexapod [51], as well as a number of other monopedal
platforms [21, 46, 52, 53], that use a single rotary actuator for each leg. The
reason for choosing torque actuated control (TAC) scheme is to be able to easily
utilize the robot model given in [21].
3.3.3 Torque Model
As described in the previous section, we will utilize torque actuation control
scheme (TAC). For the torque model, we use the following control law, which
consists of four parameters:
 =  Kp(2   2d) Kd( _2   _2d): (3.37)
In this torque formulation, Kp and Kd are proportional and derivative gains,
2d and _2d are desired body-leg angle and its desired rate of change. It's a classic
PD controller that aims to reach steady state behavior by applying negative
feedback. To be more specic, assuming that we want 2 = 2d, if 2 > 2d, we
apply a negative torque on the body, resulting in clockwise motion of the trunk,
which decreases 2 and make it closer to the desired value. If 2 < 2d, we apply
counter-clockwise torque on the trunk, which results increase on body-leg angle,
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2, again making it closer to the desired value. Similar intuition is valid on the
derivative component.
X ∗ u = f (X*)
Xn
Physical SLIP 
       Plant
u Xn+1
Figure 3.3: Control diagram, X is the desired state, u is the control parameters
for reaching X and, Xn is the current apex state.
Fig. 3.3 represents the main control diagram implemented in this thesis. Here,
Xn is the current apex state vector, Xn+1 is the next apex state vector, X
 is
the desired apex state vector, and u is the control input in order to reach the
desired apex state. This vector consists of torque parameters of (3.37), and the
touchdown leg angle, td. The function f represents a mapping between desired
apex states and control inputs. The control input is only specied by the desired
apex state vector, X, and does not utilize the state information, Xn. Hence,
the resulting control algorithm is open-loop. Since the closed form expression of
the function f requires the integration of system dynamics and is very dicult
to write, we try to investigate it numerically in Chapter 4 by performing various
simulations.
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Chapter 4
SIMULATIONS AND RESULTS
In this chapter, we present simulation results regarding the model given in Chap-
ter 3. More specically, brief subsections for the following subjects of interest are
given:
 Fixed points of the control problem described in Section 3.3,
 Stability analysis of xed points,
 Stability regions around xed points,
 Results regarding the xed point manifold dimension,
 Time-varying control strategies for unstable xed points
4.1 Simulation Environment
This subsection contains a brief information about the simulation environment,
utilities used, algorithm choices and nally performance criterion. First, the
development environment and utilities are briey discussed, then for the opti-
mization problem, the algorithm choices are presented and advantages and dis-
advantages of each of them are listed, and nally a short discussion on tolerances
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of optimization algorithms is given.
4.1.1 Simulation Environment and Toolboxes
All of the simulations, graphics, plots and numerical analysis presented in this
chapter are obtained by using MATLAB. This chapter focuses on the problem
of nding the xed points of the model in the previous chapter, i.e. the points
which satisfy the global minimum of the objective function which will be ex-
plained in section 4.2. MATLAB has two important toolboxes for this purpose;
Optimization Toolbox and Global Optimization Toolbox.
Global Optimization Toolbox has the following algorithm options: Global
Search, Direct Search, Genetic Search, Simulated Annealing, Multi objective Op-
timization. Most of these algorithms are good with objective functions with less
points satisfying global minimum, and start searching for optimum solutions using
randomized choices in order to scan all basins of attraction, instead of derivative
search.
Optimization Toolbox contain more alternatives for standard and large-scale
optimization algorithms, which generally use gradient information. This is ben-
ecial when we have an intuitive idea about the global solution neighborhood to
begin the search. As it will be discussed in more detail in the following sections
of this chapter, since the BA-SLIP model has a lot of xed points (points that
satisfy the global minimum), and we have some intuitive idea about how these
solutions might lie on the space, the latter toolbox (Optimization Toolbox) is
more appropriate for our problem.
4.1.2 Algorithms
The Optimization Toolbox has a variety of functions for optimization problems.
Since, in our model, some of the solution parameters must contain lower and upper
bounds in order to comply with the physical constrains, constrained minimization
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algorithms are of interest to us. For this problem, there are four types of algorithm
choices available:
 Trust-region-reective Algorithm: This algorithm type requires the
analytical gradient of the objective function and therefore does not suit to
our problem.
 Interior-point Algorithm: This is a large-scale algorithm and mostly
specialized to operate on sparse matrices [54]. On the other hand, our model
mass matrix presented in equation (3.27) is not primarily populated with
zeros.
 Active-set Algorithm: This is not a large-scale algorithm and can take
large steps which speeds up the global minimum search. This property is
very important and might be extremely useful when working with a high
dimensional input space.
 SQP: Like active-set algorithm, this one is not a large-scale method and
similar to active-set in the problem formulation and might sometimes be
advantageous for fast convergence [55] .
Our optimization problem has a parameter space having at least seven di-
mensions. It's a high dimensional space with many xed points, in other words,
points satisfying global minimum value of the objective function. According to
above algorithm descriptions, our optimization problem needs algorithms which
are exible and fast in parameter spaces with high dimensions, does not need an
analytical gradient, does not need sparse linear algebra, and therefore best ts
with Active-Set and SQP algorithms. All of the simulations in Chapter 4, use
these two main algorithms.
4.1.3 Tolerances
As explained in subsection 4.1.2, SQP and Active-Set nonlinear optimization
algorithms were chosen for our optimization problem. For these algorithms, there
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are two important tolerance factors that needs to be considered carefully while
searching for xed points:
 TolFun: Lower bound on the change of the objective function during an
iteration step,
 TolX: Lower bound on the size of the iteration step, in other words, the
Euclidian-norm of the distance between the two input vectors at consecutive
iteration steps.
Iterations end when the corresponding objective function values and step size
at the last step is smaller than TolX or TolFun. So, although an innite precision
simulation is not possible in order to get accurate results, these values should be
as small as they can while complying with dierential solver's tolerances. So, in
most of our simulations, TolFun and TolX values are taken as 10 11. Only when
searching for xed points in a relatively small domain, they have been changed
to 10 12 for nding better results.
4.2 Fixed Point Characterization and Perfor-
mance Criterion
Fixed points are important because they reveal periodic motion patterns in the
locomotion, and can be used as steady state targets. A xed point of our dynam-
ical system is a vector X that satisfy the equation X = r(X;u), where u is
the steady state control input and r is the vector return map dened in Chapter
3. In order to nd the xed points of our model, extensive simulations have been
made using the chosen algorithms explained in detail in section 4.1. Consider-
ing our return map given in equation (3.34), a xed point theoretically satises
X = Xn+1 = Xn, i.e. there is no error between consecutive steps. However, in
simulative approaches this is not reasonable in most cases, since computers work
with nite precision. Since the return map domain and range vector elements
does not constitute a countable set, we have to put an error threshold in order to
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classify the resulting points as xed or not. Therefore, an error function given as
below should be dened:
n =
kXn+1  Xnk
kXnk : (4.1)
The intuition behind dividing withXn is calculating the percentage error made
in consecutive steps, i.e. normalizing the error function, because absolute error
may not be very useful in most cases, especially where we don't have a clue about
the magnitude ofXn. This error function will be used as the objective function for
the optimization, and the global minimum value we're looking for is 0, because of
the denition of xed point. However, as it will be explained in more depth in the
following sections, considering stable and unstable xed point candidates acquired
from simulations, an error threshold 10 5 will be enough for being a candidate
xed point. In other words, if n < 10
 5, most probably we are near a xed point,
and couldn't nd it precisely. Due to optimization algorithms, dierential solver
precisions and small numerical noise in nite-precision arithmetics in Matlab, the
given point can be characterized as a xed point of the system. This hypothesis
is supported even more clearly in the following sections where stable xed points
are investigated, because optimization algorithms give global minimum as nearly
10 5 for these points, however since they're stable, after a few steps, the objective
function decreases below 10 12.
4.3 Fixed Points for a Given Horizontal Velocity
In this section we explain the motivation behind nding xed points for a given
horizontal velocity, present simulation results regarding our BA-SLIP model, and
investigate the stability behavior of these xed points.
4.3.1 Motivation
It's very important to nd a xed point for any, in some reasonable range, given
horizontal velocity because it means that we can nd a periodic motion pattern,
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and run the robot in any velocity we want. Since the locomotion of interest is
in the sagittal plane, to be able to run the robot in a desired horizontal velocity
constitutes an important steady state control target.
For an average human body, maximum locomotion speed is 22 km/h [56]. In
[57], some experimental results supporting linear correlation between comfortable
locomotion speed and leg length of human body are presented. Since human leg
length is nearly 1 meters [58], and our robot has leg length 20 cm, [21], we might
consider our robot speed as nearly at most 22 / 5 = 4.4 km / h, which corresponds
to 1.2 m/s approximately. Since this is an upper bound, we might round down this
number to 1 m/s in order to decrease simulation time. Therefore, a reasonable
range for the horizontal velocity can be determined as
0  _y  1: (4.2)
In order to show that, for any given horizontal velocity in the range given in
equation (4.2), there exist a xed point; we must choose a step size as small
as we can. Considering the dimension of our optimization problem, step size of
horizontal velocity is chosen as 0.01, dividing the range in equation (4.2) into 100
equal pieces.
4.3.2 Algorithm Diagram
As described in section 4.2, in order to nd a xed point, we have to minimize
the objective function given in equation (4.1); which is a classical optimization
problem and we can use the algorithms discussed in Algorithms section. Fig. 4.1
represents an overview of our algorithm. It takes an initial guess on the parame-
ters, p0, consisting of torque coecients, touchdown leg angle, apex height, body
angle and body angle rate; and converges to optimum conguration by using
Active-Set or SQP Algorithms.
In the above gure, a horizontal velocity in the range [0,1] is given as input to
the optimization; and Matlab nds a xed point candidate with given horizontal
velocity. The stopping criteria block controls if the objective function is less than
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Optimization Algorithm
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p*
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pn+1
Figure 4.1: Optimization diagram constructed for nding the xed point congu-
ration, p; height, body angle, body angle rate, torque parameters and touchdown
angle, given the desired horizontal velocity, _y.
TolFun or TolX. In order to enhance the performance, optimizations are run
again by using the previous optimization's output as initial condition to the next
optimization, until the error between two consecutive steps is below an acceptable
threshold. Fig. 4.2 illustrates this concept clearly.
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Figure 4.2: Enhanced version of the diagram given in Fig. 4.1. This diagram
contains an additional step which checks the output parameters if they satisfy
the xed point criterion or not, and continues optimization if they do not satisfy.
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Figure 4.3: Relation between horizontal velocity, _y, and apex height, z for xed
points found. In the optimization procedure, horizontal velocity is given as in
input to the loop and remaining parameters are read as output. Therefore, the
apex height values are the results of the optimization loop.
4.3.3 Results and Discussion on the Stability
Fig. 4.3 shows the relationship between horizontal velocity and apex height of
the xed points. One important observation that can be made from this gure is
most apex height values are nearly 0.3 meters. That's because of the lower limit
on apex value in the constrained optimization algorithm, since below some height
threshold robot can not actually open its leg or jump due to physical constraints
such as its actual leg and body length. Apparently, if the robot jumps from lower
heights, the error that's made between consecutive steps will be less. This result
is intuitive however while at the same time being speculative because we might
miss other periodic motion patterns. There might be dierent height - horizontal
velocity combinations that lead us to better and more stable locomotions. Proof
of this concept is obvious when we look at bigger horizontal velocities in this
gure. At _y between 0.65 and 0.95, we have apex height, z, between 0.4 and
0.55 meters. After _y = 0:95, apex height again becomes nearly 0.3 meters. Upon
this result, we might infer that apex height is not unique for a given horizontal
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velocity, in other words, xed point manifold dimension is bigger than 1.
Fig. 4.4 shows the body angle versus horizontal velocity. According to this
plot, we can see that the trunk is in almost at upright position at the xed points,
i.e. h  =2. Some simulation results, as we will present in section 4.4, show that
this is not the only case for xed point distribution. There is another distribution
we encounter when the body is downward oriented, i.e. h   =2. However, in
both situations there is not much deviation from  =2 or =2.
Figure 4.4: Relation between horizontal velocity, _y, and body angle, h for xed
points found. Body angle is the trunk orientation with respect to the ground
reference frame, and independent of leg orientation.
Finally, Fig. 4.5 shows the maximum absolute eigenvalues of the Jacobian ma-
trix with respect to changing horizontal velocity, numerically found to investigate
the stability behaviors of our xed points. According to this plot, eigenvalues are
all greater than nearly 3, resulting in unstable behavior.
For stable motion we need to have maximum absolute eigenvalue less than
1, since this is a discrete map. Unstable xed points are only important for
themselves, not the points in their neighborhood, because if we start near an
unstable xed point, its vector eld pushes us out, and therefore apex vectors,
Xn diverge. Because of nite precision arithmetics due to computer hardware, it's
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Figure 4.5: Relation between horizontal velocity, _y, and maximum of the abso-
lute eigenvalues of the numeric Jacobian matrix, J . These eigenvalues show the
stability patterns of given xed points.
nearly impossible to have the xed point with no numerical noise. For instance,
the apex conguration shown in Fig. 4.6, is one of the very intuitive xed points;
hopping on the ground with vertical body alignment and no horizontal velocity.
It's physically obvious that if we do not have damping and do not apply any
torque, the robot will hop forever. This result is also found in our optimization
for _y = 0, however, the error between consecutive apexes is found to be nearly
10 12 in Matlab due to numerical roundo errors(e.g. we cannot represent =2
exactly in numerical analysis because the number is irrational).
To sum up, we could nd a xed point for any given horizontal velocity in the
specied range but these xed points turned out to be unstable and discontinuous
with respect to apex height. Therefore, it's better to look for xed points for a
given height and horizontal velocity pair, and examine stability behaviors for
both upright and downward body angle orientations. Related simulations are
presented in the next section.
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Figure 4.6: Realization of hopping in place. Body angle is 90 degrees, leg angle
is 0 degrees, no horizontal speed is present and no torque is applied. The body
falls from a specied height with vertical orientation, touches the ground and lifts
o after some time and goes back to the height where it's been thrown since no
damping factor is present in the system.
4.4 Fixed Points for a Given Height and Hori-
zontal Velocity
In this section we explain the motivation behind nding xed points for a given
horizontal velocity and apex height pair, present simulation results regarding
our BA-SLIP model, and investigate the stability behavior of these xed points.
Also, dierent from the previous section, we consider the two cases of xed point
spaces: upward body orientation and downward body orientation, because stabil-
ity behaviors of these two spaces will be totally dierent in the proposed control
scheme.
4.4.1 Motivation
As described in the previous section, we could nd xed points for any given
horizontal velocity, but there were numerical evidence showing that these xed
points are not unique, and there might exist multiple apex heights satisfying xed
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point criterion for a given horizontal velocity. This time a similar grid search on
the space of horizontal velocity, _y, and apex height, z, must be conducted so that
for reasonable values of these state parameters, we can nd xed points and their
control parameters. The horizontal velocity and apex height ranges are chosen
to be as follows:
0:1  _y  1; 0:3  z  0:7 (4.3)
because, as described in section 4.3.1, _y range is intuitive, and apex height must
be greater than the leg length + pivot-COM distance to be able to physically
jump, which corresponds to 0.24 meters in our case. An average human cannot
jump to heights three times his/her leg length, so, our range for BA-SLIP model
with 0.2 meters is far more greater than the reasonable range for human body
jump. For these simulations, the step size for horizontal velocity is taken as 0.1,
and for apex height as 0.05 meters, resulting in 90 grid squares in the specied
region.
4.4.2 Algorithm Diagram
The optimization problem here is very similar to the one described in section
4.4.2 and can be depicted as in Fig. 4.7.
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Figure 4.7: Optimization diagram constructed for nding the xed point cong-
uration; body angle, body angle rate, torque parameters and touchdown angle,
given the desired horizontal velocity, _y, and apex height, z.
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In Fig. 4.7, as described in the preceding subsection, a horizontal velocity in
the range [0.1,1] and apex height in the range [0.3,0.7] is given as input to the
optimization; and Matlab nds a xed point candidate at that horizontal velocity-
apex height pair. In order to enhance the performance, we do the simulations
again with the initial conditions found in the previous optimization up to an
acceptable between the two consecutive apex states, as we did in section 4.4.2.
4.4.3 Results and Discussion on the Stability
In this section simulation results are presented in two subsections; upward and
downward body orientation because of their dierent stability properties.
4.4.3.1 Upward Body Orientation
Simulation results show that for almost any given apex height-horizontal velocity
pair in the range given in equation (4.3), there exists a xed point with upward
body orientation, with nearly body angle, h, is being equal to 90 degrees.
Figure 4.8: Colormap of the body angle, h with respect to changing horizontal
velocity, apex height pairs.
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There are only two ( _y; z) pairs which the optimization couldn't nd a xed
point. These pairs are (0.1, 0.65) and (0.1, 0.7) and their neighborhood is shown
as blue region in Fig. 4.8. After all, this is rather intuitive since the robot does not
have much horizontal velocity but large potential energy due to its apex height.
Fig. 4.8 shows a color map of the body angle versus horizontal velocity and
apex height with respect to the color bar given in the right. According to this
plot, we can see that the trunk is almost at the upright position, i.e. h  =2.
It can be seen that all of the xed point angles are in the neighborhood 1 degree
neighborhood of 90 degrees. Other angles such as 30, 45 and 60 degrees don't
appear in the solutions. This is rather intuitive because of the fact that when the
body starts with vertically aligned, the gravity force acting on the trunk is less
likely to aect towards rotating it around the leg joint. Similar logic can be used
to justify the xed points with body angle nearly  90 degrees.
Figure 4.9: Maximum of the absolute eigenvalues of Jacobian matrix numerically
calculated at xed points, max, with respect to changing apex height, z, and
horizontal velocity, _y. Apex height is in meters and horizontal velocity is in m/s.
Moreover, Fig. 4.9 shows the maximum absolute eigenvalues of the Jacobian
matrix with respect to changing horizontal velocity and apex height, numerically
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found to investigate the stability behaviors of our xed points. According to this
plot, eigenvalues are all greater than nearly 3, resulting in unstable behavior.
4.4.3.2 Downward Body Orientation
Simulation results show that for any given apex height-horizontal velocity pair in
the range given in equation (4.3), there exists a xed point with downward body
orientation, with nearly body angle, h, is being equal to -90 degrees.
Figure 4.10: Body angle, h, with respect to changing apex height, z, and horizon-
tal velocity, _y. Apex height is in meters, horizontal velocity is in meters/second
and body angle is in degrees.
Fig. 4.10 shows the body angle versus horizontal velocity and apex height.
According to this plot, we can see that the trunk orientation, h, is nearly -90
degrees in all xed points; and the maximum deviation on the xed point body
angles is 0.5 degrees, which means the body angle does not deviate much from
-90 degrees, while _y and z change in the specied domain.
Fig. 4.11 examines the stability property of these xed points, calculating
numerical Jacobian and nding the eigenvalues with maximum absolute value
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Figure 4.11: Maximum of the absolute eigenvalues of jacobian matrix numerically
calculated at xed points, max, with respect to changing apex height, z, and
horizontal velocity, _y. Apex height is in meters and horizontal velocity is in m/s.
The dark blue corresponds to eigenvalues with magnitude less than 1, which are
stable xed points.
and comparing them with 1 for each apex height and horizontal velocity pair. It
seems that stable xed points form a continuous region on the _y  z plane. Next
subsection investigates some of the properties of this region in a deeper manner.
4.5 Stability Region
In the previous sections, it was numerically shown that for upward body orienta-
tion, there were no stable xed points; however, for downward body orientation,
there seems we have a stable region of points in _y z plane. To further investigate
this region, the following color map could be used.
According to Fig. 4.12, the blue regions indicate stability and as it goes to red
regions, xed points become more unstable. According to this plot, we have our
xed points mostly in the regions where z is in the interval [0.35, 0.45] meters.
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Figure 4.12: A color map version of eigenvalues calculated in Fig. 4.11. This 2D
version plot is useful for better investigating the stability region of xed points
in the _y   z plane.
When apex height, z, is 0.4 all horizontal velocities, result in stable periodic
motion with proper control inputs. When apex height increases, z becomes 0.45,
horizontal velocities bigger than 0.4 result in stable locomotion; and when apex
height decreases, z becomes 0.35, horizontal velocities smaller than 0.4 results
in stable locomotion. In order to support this argument, randomly chosen 150
points in this region are taken into optimization shown in Fig. 4.7, and their
stability properties are investigated, using eigenvalue analysis of the numerical
Jacobian matrix. Randomized search of these stable points resulted in all success,
i.e. all turned out to be stable. Therefore, the region shown in the colormap Fig.
4.12, is supported by randomized trials.
Besides stable xed points, there exist a region in _y   z plane such that a
point in this region does not necessarily need to be a xed point, but, its control
target can be adjusted as the nearest stable xed point. In other words, a robot
conguration for a given horizontal velocity and apex height, we have an unstable
xed point; and by applying the control parameters of the nearest stable xed
point, the robot can locomote with dierent velocity and apex height, but in a
stable manner.
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For instance, in Fig. 4.13, the point shown with red cross is an unstable xed
point. Applying its control inputs found from the optimization leads to falling,
meaning _y = 0 and z = 0 in the plot.
Figure 4.13: In the left gure, the red cross represents an unstable xed point,
and the blue dashed curve represents _y   z trajectory under its corresponding
control inputs found from the optimization. The trajectory ends at (0,0) point
which corresponds to falling. In the right gure, horizontal velocity and apex
heights are plotted with respect to number of steps.
However, by applying the control inputs of the nearest stable xed point, the
same unstable point converges to the stable one and continues moving forward. In
Fig. 4.14, the point shown with red cross is an unstable xed point and the point
shown with blue circle is a stable xed point, both found from the optimization.
Applying the control inputs associated with the circular point, robot can locomote
stably at the desired velocity and apex height as illustrated.
Example given in Fig. 4.14 illustrates that some unstable xed points can
converge to nearby stable xed points by applying the right control parameters.
However, that may not be possible for every unstable and stable xed point
pairs. The reason of convergence illustrated in Fig. 4.14 is that the unstable
xed point projected onto the control parameters' plane of the stable xed point
is in the domain of attraction of the stable xed point. The domain of attraction
of these xed points is a high dimensional region and cannot be visualized easily.
Therefore, projections onto some useful and understandable lower dimensional
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Figure 4.14: In the left gure, the red cross represents an unstable xed point,
blue circular point represents a stable xed point, and the blue dashed curve
represents _y  z trajectory under the stable point's control inputs found from the
optimization. The unstable xed point converges to stable one after some number
of steps. In the right gure, horizontal velocity and apex heights are plotted with
respect to number of steps.
spaces should be used, to get a better intuition. Fig. 4.15 illustrates the projection
of the domain of attraction of the xed point given by blue circle in the gure
to the horizontal velocity - apex height plane. To be short, let us dene these
regions as convergence regions. So, if a point is inside the convergence region of
one stable xed point, we can apply the control input associated with the stable
xed point and make the particular point converge to the stable xed point.
In order to generalize, it's better to show all stable xed points' convergence
regions in one plot. Fig. 4.16 shows the union of all these convergence regions.
Here, blue circles represent all of the stable xed points found from the optimiza-
tion given in section 4.4.2, and the blue solid line is the bound for the total unied
convergence region. This gure indicates that if our initial apex state's horizon-
tal velocity and apex height coordinate pair is in this region, it's guaranteed that
this state can be made to converge to one of the stable xed point congurations
represented by blue circles. And note that the convergence region found in Fig.
4.15 is a subset of this unied region.
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Figure 4.15: The red cross represents the unstable xed point, blue circular point
represents a stable xed point, and the blue solid curve is the bound for stability
eect region of the stable xed point.
Figure 4.16: Union of convergence regions of all the stable xed points.
In the light of the ndings presented in this section if body orientation is
chosen as downward, we can apply control inputs to many of the _y   z pairs for
stable and periodical locomotion pattern, resulting in a xed point space with
dimension at least 2.
4.6 Fixed Point Manifold Dimension
From the simulations shown up to here, we cannot conclude with certainty but
it can be inferred that the xed point manifold dimension is at least 2, because
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we have numerical evidence that the stable xed points form a two dimensional
region in _y   z plane as shown in section 4.5. In order to better understand
the xed point space and investigate its dimension, it's necessary to introduce a
third variable in our grid search. In this section, it will be important to check
whether the dimension could be three or not. A necessary condition for a three
dimensional space is that it must constitute a volume. If the xed point space has
a volume, then for a given xed point with _y and z, we must nd a continuous
region of body angles, h, such that they all are again xed points. In order to
check this concept, h is swept all over the range [ ; ] for a chosen xed point.
In Fig. 4.17, resulting error versus body angle, h is plotted.
Figure 4.17: For _y = 0:9, z = 0:45, and changing h, optimization converges to
nearby stable points but dierent _y   z pairs.
Here, as we expect, the error is minimum when the body angle is nearly near
=2 or  =2. Therefore, based on numerical evidence, it's not guaranteed to
nd control parameters for any given ( _y, z, h) triple, to make it a xed point
of the system. However, we might consider nding xed points for any given
( _y, z) and h is being in some small continuous interval. In order to investigate
this possibility, a small scale search on the body angle with step size =3200 is
performed near a chosen stable xed point.
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Figure 4.18: For _y = 0:9, z = 0:45, and changing h, optimization converges to
nearby stable points but with dierent _y   z pairs.
As shown in Fig. 4.18, for dierent but close h, there exist xed points
because the error between two consecutive apex states are very small. However,
when looked at these points' vector elds, they converge to dierent but close _y
and z pairs as explicitly shown in Fig. 4.18. This implies a small perturbation
in the body angle results in small perturbations in _y and z pairs, which does not
indicate a volume but may be a surface in _y, z, h space because changing body
angle results in changes in other variables, which may indicate a relationship
between them. In other words, these three variables may depend on each other
in some manner, and therefore there is not enough evidence to say that the xed
point manifold is a three dimensional space, however it's supported by lots of
numerical evidence that it's greater than or equal to 2.
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4.7 Time-Varying Control Strategies for Unsta-
ble Fixed Points
4.7.1 Motivation
In the previous sections, all of our focus was on the stable xed points with
downward body orientation. We found that many of the downward oriented
robot congurations could result in stable periodic locomotion by applying the
right control inputs; however unstable xed points with upward body orientation
still remains as a problem. According to simulations in the preceding sections
made for these points, it can be inferred that a constant parameter torque model
may not be enough for upright locomotion. Therefore, it would be useful to
investigate time varying control inputs. Basically, our upright xed points are
unstable even with small numerical errors such as 10 12 are present between
consecutive apex states. Since these points are unstable, the robot falls if it starts
moving with one of these congurations after some number of steps (sometimes
less than 10 steps). Here, the number of steps is directly correlated with the
maximum absolute eigenvalue being close to 1 or not. These unstable xed points
were found by using our optimization procedure described in section 4.3.2. The
idea is using this algorithm iteratively at each step to nd the control parameters
that best t to the current state, as illustrated in Fig. 4.19.
Xn
un
BA-SLIP Plant
Optimization 
  Algorithm
Xn+1
Figure 4.19: Time varying control algorithm. The control input un is calculated
at each apex state, again.
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As depicted in the above gure, this time the control input vector is not con-
stant, and real time parameter adjustments are made possible. The control input
to be applied is calculated using the current apex state, but from optimization.
In other words, let initial apex conguration be X1, and by applying control
input, u1, next apex conguration, X2, is obtained with very small error. In
order to decrease the next step error, X2, is given to our optimization and a new
control input, u2 is found for minimizing the error between X2 and X3, and the
algorithm continues similarly. This work requires much computation, because at
each step a new optimization begins in a 7 dimensional space. However, these
results are important for building some intuition on controller templates we can
implement in future.
4.7.2 Simulation Results
The time varying strategy described in the previous subsection is applied to some
of the unstable xed points and resulted in stable motion for large number of steps
as shown in Fig. 4.20.
Figure 4.20: Right gures represent horizontal velocity, _y, and apex height, z,
changes with respect to number of steps, n, under time varying control. The left
gure is the 2D trajectory of this change.
Fig. 4.20 indicates that under time varying control, the robot model can hop
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over 2000 steps, and can continue its locomotion. In the end of its motion, the
error between two consecutive steps becomes nearly 10 10. However, applying
the parameters found for the 2048th step does not resolve unstability problem,
because when this parameters are applied, the robot hops at most 23 times as
depicted in Fig. 4.21, and then again falls. Reason for this is the unstability
behavior of the xed point conguration under constant control template we
applied throughout this thesis. These results support the need for time varying
and state adaptive control templates, that the parameters can slightly change in
order to stably move.
Figure 4.21: The apex conguration at X2048 is applied to control input found
u2048, and the robot falls after 23
rd step, i.e. at apex conguration X2061.
While the robot converges to its steady state target as depicted in Fig. 4.20,
the parameters change slowly in each step, forming curves that look like contin-
uous functions. The parameter changes of this 2048 step movement are shown in
Fig. 4.22.
To sum up, comparing Fig. 4.20 and Fig. 4.21 indicates the need for time
varying control inputs; and Fig. 4.22 supports the idea that control parameters
may have underlying functional forms that can be exploited to guess the next
control input to be applied. However, the main problem here is calculating the
next step control input in a reasonable amount of time since the robot will need
to move fast, and the optimization algorithm performs this job very slowly. To
be able to do that, a mathematical study must be performed over the change of
parameters of many unstable xed points, and this work is left for future studies.
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Figure 4.22: Torque parameters, Kp; Kd; td; 2d; _2d and error n, with respect to
number of steps, n, under time varying control, respectively from left to right
and up to down.
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Chapter 5
CONCLUSION
In this thesis, we performed a dierent mathematical analysis on the model, Body-
Attached Spring-Loaded Inverted Pendulum (BA-SLIP). Based on this analysis
we considered some control strategies in order to reveal the periodic motion be-
haviors behind this locomotion. In the controller design, due to complex and
nonlinear characteristics of the model dynamics, we focused on simulative ap-
proaches, which shows some numerical evidence of stable and periodic running.
Periodic motion in such a system corresponds to a xed point of a special
map, namely the apex-return map, associated with the locomotion dynamics.
Under this knowledge, we performed extensive simulation studies on nding the
xed points of the system for any given horizontal velocity and apex height pair in
some reasonable range. The xed points found were categorized into two subtitles:
xed points with upward body orientation and xed points with downward body
orientation. There is enough numerical evidence which allows us to assume that
these xed points form a region in a high dimensional space, namely manifold,
and we investigated the dimension of it by presenting some numerical evidence.
In addition, after nding the xed points of our apex-return map, their stabil-
ity properties are investigated using numerical Jacobian. The xed points with
upward body orientation were found to be unstable under our control strategy.
However, some of the points with downward body orientation were stable. We
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tried to nd the basins of attraction of these stable xed points and projected
the regions into horizontal velocity - apex height plane, therefore constructed a
unied region which involves some of horizontal velocity - apex height pairs that
can be stabilized under corresponding control inputs.
Finally, we performed simulations on some of the xed points with upward
body orientation that were unstable in our proposed control scheme, to investigate
their locomotive patterns. We presented some numerical results showing that the
upward body oriented xed points can be stabilized using time-varying control
inputs. These results may stimulate more discussion on adaptive and time varying
control strategies, and can be a basis for future implementations and ideas, in
order to mimic upright locomotion.
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Appendix A
Derivation Of Flight Dynamics
The Lagrangian of the system in ight coordinates is
L = T   V = 1
2
m _y2 +
1
2
m _z2 +
1
2
I _2h  mgz: (A.1)
Recall that the Euler-Lagrange equation is
d
dt

@L
@ _qi

  @L
@qi
= qi ; (A.2)
where qi is the coordinate components and qi is the torque related with coordinate
qi. For qi = y, the rst component of Euler-Lagrange equation is
@L
@ _y
= m _y: (A.3)
Taking time derivative of (A.3) gives
d
dt

@L
@ _y

= my: (A.4)
The second component is
@L
@y
= 0: (A.5)
Substituting (A.3), (A.4) and (A.5) into (A.2) gives the rst equation of motion
where y = 0:
y = 0: (A.6)
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Now, for qi = z, the rst component of Euler-Lagrange equation is
@L
@ _z
= m _z: (A.7)
Taking time derivative of (A.7) gives
d
dt

@L
@ _z

= mz: (A.8)
The second component is
@L
@z
=  mg: (A.9)
Substituting (A.7), (A.8) and (A.9) into (A.2) gives the second equation of motion
where z = 0:
z =  g: (A.10)
Finally, letting qi = h
@L
@ _h
= I _h: (A.11)
Taking time derivative of (A.11) gives
d
dt

@L
@ _h

= I h: (A.12)
The second component is
@L
@h
= 0: (A.13)
Substituting (A.11), (A.12) and (A.13) into (A.2) gives the third equation of
motion where h = 0:
h = 0: (A.14)
Combining (A.6), (A.10), and (A.14), gives the equations in closed form as2664
y
z
h
3775 =
2664
0
 g
0
3775 : (A.15)
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Appendix B
Derivation Of Stance Dynamics
Cartesian coordinates can be written in terms of polar coordinates as shown
below:
y = yf    sin 1 + d sin(1 + 2)
z = zf +  cos 1   d cos(1 + 2)
h = 1 + 2   =2:
(B.1)
Taking derivative of both sides yield
_y =   _ sin 1    cos 1 _1 + d cos(1 + 2)( _1 + _2)
_z = _ cos 1    sin 1 _1 + d sin(1 + 2)( _1 + _2)
_h = _1 + _2:
(B.2)
Squaring _y and _z gives
_y2 = _2 sin2 1 + 
2 cos2 1 _1
2
+ d2( _1 + _2)
2 cos2(1 + 2)
+ 2 _ _1 sin 1 cos 1   2d cos(1 + 2) sin 1 _( _1 + _2)
  2d cos 1 cos(1 + 2)( _1 + _2) _1;
(B.3)
_z2 = _2 cos2 1 + 
2 sin2 1 _1
2
+ d2( _1 + _2)
2 sin2(1 + 2)
  2 _ _1 sin 1 cos 1 + 2d sin(1 + 2) cos 1 _( _1 + _2)
  2d sin 1 sin(1 + 2)( _1 + _2) _1:
(B.4)
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Then, their sum is
_y2 + _z2 = _2 + 2 _1
2
+ d2( _1 + _2)
2 + 2d _( _1 + _2) sin 2
  2d _1( _1 + _2) cos 2:
(B.5)
The Lagrangian of the system is
L = T   V = 1
2
m _y2 +
1
2
m _z2 +
1
2
I( _1 + _2)
2  mgz   1
2
k(  0)2: (B.6)
This equation can be written in polar coordinates as follows using equation
(B.5):
L =
1
2
m

_2 + 2 _21 + d
2( _1 + _2)
2 + 2d( _1 + _2)( _ sin 2    _1 cos 2)

+
1
2
I( _1 + _2)
2  mg cos 1 +mgd cos(1 + 2)  1
2
k(  0)2: (B.7)
Recall that the Euler-Lagrange equation is
d
dt

@L
@ _qi

  @L
@qi
= qi ; (B.8)
where qi is the coordinate components and qi is the torque related with coordinate
qi.
For qi = , the rst component of Euler-Lagrange equation is
@L
@ _
=
1
2
m

2 _+ 2d( _1 + _2) sin 2

= m _+md( _1 + _2) sin 2: (B.9)
Taking time derivative of (B.9) gives
d
dt

@L
@ _

= m+md(1 + 2) sin 2 +md cos 2( _1 + _2) _2: (B.10)
The second component is
@L
@
= m _21  md cos 2 _1( _1 + _2) mg cos 1   k(  0): (B.11)
Substituting (B.9), (B.10) and (B.11) into (B.8) gives the rst equation of
motion where  = 0:
m+md(1 + 2)sin2 +mdcos2( _1 + _2)
2  m _12+
mgcos1 + k(  0) = 0:
(B.12)
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Now, we repeat the same procedure for 1. Let qi = 1.
@L
@ _1
=m

2 _21 + d
2( _1 + _2) + d sin 2 _  d cos 2( _1 + _2) 
d cos 2 _1

+ I( _1 + _2):
(B.13)
Taking time derivative of (B.13) gives
d
dt

@L
@ _1

=m

2 _ _1 + 
21 + d
2(1 + 2) + d cos 2 _ _2
+ d sin 2  d cos 2(1 + 2) + d sin 2 _2( _1 + _2)
  d _ cos 2( _1 + _2)  d cos 21 + d sin 2 _1 _2
  d cos 2 _ _1

+ I(1 + 2);
(B.14)
which yields
d
dt

@L
@ _1

=(md sin 2) + 1(m
2 +md2   2md cos 2 + I)
+ 2(md
2  md cos 2 + I) + _ _1(2mg   2md cos 2)
+ _1 _2(2md sin 2) + _2
2
(md sin 2):
(B.15)
The second component is
@L
@1
= mg sin 1  mgd sin(1 + 2): (B.16)
Substituting (B.13), (B.15) and (B.16) into (B.8) gives the second equation
of motion where 1 = 0 as
(md sin 2) + 1(m
2 +md2   2md cos 2 + I)
+ 2(md
2  md cos 2 + I) + _ _1(2mg   2md cos 2)
+ _1 _2(2md sin 2) + _2
2
(md sin 2) mg sin 1
+mgd sin(1 + 2) = 0:
(B.17)
Finally, we repeat the same procedure for 2. Let qi = 2.
@L
@ _2
=m

d2( _1 + _2) + d sin 2 _  d cos 2 _1

+ I( _1 + _2): (B.18)
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Taking time derivative of (B.18) gives
d
dt

@L
@ _2

=(md sin 2) + 1(md
2 + I  md cos 2) + 2(md2 + I)
  _ _1(md cos 2) + _ _2(md cos 2) + _1 _2(md sin 2):
(B.19)
The second component is
@L
@2
= md _( _1 + _2) cos 2 +md _1( _1 + _2) sin 2  mgd sin(1 + 2): (B.20)
Substituting (B.18), (B.19) and (B.20) into (B.8) gives the third equation of
motion where 2 =  as
 =(md sin 2) + 1(md
2 + I  md cos 2) + 2(md2 + I)
  _ _12md cos 2   _21md sin 2 +mgd sin(1 + 2):
(B.21)
Combining (B.12), (B.17) and (B.21) into matrix form leaves us with the
second order dynamical system
Mq = f(q; _q); (B.22)
where M and f(q; _q) are given as
M =
2664
1 d sin 2 d sin 2
d sin 2 
2   2d cos 2 + d2 + I=m d2   d cos 2 + I=m
d sin 2 d
2   d cos 2 + I=m d2 + I=m
3775 ; (B.23)
f(q; _q) =
26666666666666664
 _21   g cos 1   km(  0)  d cos 2( _1 + _2)2
 2 _ _1(  d cos 2) + g sin 1 
_1 _22d sin 2   _22d sin 2   gd sin(1 + 2)

m
+ _ _12d cos 2 + _
2
1d sin 2   gd sin(1 + 2)
37777777777777775
: (B.24)
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We can write this system in the standard form as
Mq+B(q; _q) _q+G(q) = T; (B.25)
where M is the same matrix, and B(q; _q), G(q) and T are given as
B =
2664
0 d cos 2 _1    _1 d cos 2( _2 + 2 _1)
2 _1(  d cos 2)   _22d sin 2 _2d sin 2
  _12d cos 2   _1d sin 2 0
3775 ; (B.26)
G =
2664
k
m
(  0) + g cos 1
 g sin 1 + gd sin(1 + 2)
gd sin(1 + 2)
3775 ; (B.27)
T =
2664
0
0

m
3775 : (B.28)
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